FRESH CHAPTER

As the days grow longer, and the air smells a little sweeter thanks
to blooming beauties, these richly illustrated (and freshly released)
tomes are another harbinger of spring, offering inspirational musings on everything from fabulous florals to decorating delights.
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Those looking to boost
the botanical quotient of
their interiors will be smitten with Fresh (Glitterati
Incorporated, $50), floral
designer Sybil Sylvester’s
spring 2017 release. A
showcase of her most
stunning creations—many
fashioned using blooms
from her Alabama garden—the book is heaped
with how-tos for even the
most amateur arrangers.
wildflowerdesigns.net

Style Underfoot
Design visionaries Annie Selke and Bunny Williams’ freshest collection of indoor/outdoor rugs, BUNNY WILLIAMS FOR DASH & ALBERT, strikes a global note with
patterns and weaves inspired by Williams’ extensive travels. A deftly designed
combination of practical and pretty, the collection goes beyond stripes into punchy
patterns like plaids, zigzags, grids and other eye-catching graphics, finished in some
of our favorite palettes and hues (blue and white is always right!). We’re smitten with
the Elizabeth navy rug (above), a vintage-inspired pattern made from 100% PET, a
polyester fiber crafted from recycled plastic bottles. Available at Codarus,

AmericasMart, (404) 749-5050; codarus.com; annieselke.com

RIVIERA REIGN
MICHAEL TAYLOR DESIGNS revealed the addition of new
designs and finishes to its Riviera Collection of outdoor

Following more than three
decades of acclaim as an
interior designer, Marshall
Watson has manifested
the masterworks of his
oeuvre in his inaugural
tome. Depicting a variety
of distinguished projects
alongside Watson’s
playful commentary, The
Art of Elegance: Classic
Interiors (Rizzoli, $55) will
delight your senses and
refresh your outlook.
rizzoliusa.com

furniture by award-winning San Francisco interior
designer SUZANNE TUCKER. The casual but
chic results pay homage to Michael Taylor’s
signature use of stone and wood, as with
the Riviera cast-stone dining base
with round or rectangular
top, but it’s the commanding presence of the Riviera
dining arm chair (left) that
had us at “hello.” Avail-

able at Ainsworth-Noah,
ADAC, (404) 231-8787;
ainsworth-noah.com
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Internationally lauded
floral designer Shane
Connolly’s sixth book,
Discovering the Meaning
of Flowers (Clearview
Books, $50), deciphers
the love language behind
50-plus botanicals—from
the sentiment of a single
red rose to the message
behind a returned bouquet. This “language of
flowers,” or floriography,
is one of the world’s most
traditional fine arts.
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